This amazing set of seven canvas prints is perfect for any school, home or office. Each 36” x 8” canvas print is bound to a wooden frame. One of The Seven Teachings is highlighted on the bottom of each print.
Large Canvas Prints  $199.95 Each

The Four sacred medicines sage, tobacco, cedar and sweetgrass are very important in Native culture and with any of these prints you can help pass on knowledge about them. Each 36” x 8” canvas print has a written explanation about the medicine they display. Each canvas print is bound to a wooden frame for easy display. All prints come with a sample of their medicine.

Canvas Prints  $149.95 Each

Size 36” x 8”

Size 12” x 18”
Smudge Bowl with Feather

**Item# BOWL-07**
$29.95 Each

Included is: Smudge bowl (Average size 5” in diameter) a feather approximately 16” to 18” long, tea light and a braid of sweetgrass.

Natural Abalone Smudge Shell

An Abalone Shell is often used as a burning vessel for traditional smudging ceremonies. These are natural unpolished abalone shells and the small holes in the bottom of these genuine abalone shells allows enough air to make them excellent containers for burning sacred herbs.

**Item# BOWL-03**
$19.95 Each
Average size is 5 inch in diameter.

Each Feather is Approximately 16” to 18” long and comes with either a sage bundle or sweetgrass braid.

Feather Case

**Item# BOWL-04**
$29.95 Each

Designed for convenient storage and transport of your roach feathers, our exclusive new cases are semi-rigid and feature a stiffener to protect from bending, a soft, foam-padded velour interior to cushion your feathers, a handy zipper closure, and a navy blue corduroy exterior covering. Tapered to fit flat fans without taking up too much room in your suitcase. Get one for each of your fans!

Talking Feather

**Item# TF-02**
$19.95 Each

Each Painted Goose Feather Fan is hand crafted. Each feather is highlighted with paint and a has a leather fringed handle. Perfect for smudging.

12” Feather
6 Nations Feather Patch  
$4.95 Each

6 Nations Flag Patch  
$4.95 Each

6 Nations Flag Patch  
$4.95 Each

Tuscarora - Item # RIX-40
Seneca - Item # RIX-41
Onondaga - Item # RIX-42
Cayuga - Item # RIX-43
Mohawk - Item # RIX-44
Oneida - Item # RIX-45
Six Nations - Item # RIX-46
Cayuga - Item # RIX-47
Mohawk - Item # RIX-48
Oneida - Item # RIX-49
Onondaga - Item # RIX-50
Seneca - Item # RIX-51
Tuscarora - Item # RIX-52
Cayuga - Item # RIX-53
Mohawk - Item # RIX-54
Oneida - Item # RIX-55
Onondaga - Item # RIX-56
Seneca - Item # RIX-57
Tuscorora - Item # RIX-58
Warrior - Item # RIX-59

6 Nation Flag Patch  
$4.95 Each

Canada Patch  
$4.95 Each

1st Nation Flag Patch  
$4.95 Each

Metis Flag Patch  
$4.95 Each

Item# RIX-37
Size: 2.5” x 1.5”

Item# RIX-38
Size: 2.5” x 1.5”

Item# RIX-39
Size: 2.5” x 1.5”

Item# FLAG-03
Size: 2.5” x 1.5”

Smudge Kit  
$69.95 Each

Each Smudge Kit comes with a feather, a smudge bowl, a pin, a medicine bag, sweetgrass, cedar and sage.

Item# BOWL-06

Painted Goose Feather Fan  
$49.95 Each

Each Painted Goose Feather Fan is hand crafted. Each feather is highlighted with paint and has a leather fringed handle. Perfect for smudging.

Item# TF-05

Toll-free Phone: 1-866-522-9322 • Fax: 204-261-4080 • info@nativereflections.com
All our talking sticks are handcrafted by an Elder and Medicine Man from Duck Bay, Manitoba and he has said a prayer to the creator for his blessing and each talking stick is blessed for the owner for safe keeping. All talking sticks are made from Cedar Trees or Jack Pine using rabbit fur and pony beads. Only the person holding the stick may speak. Each person is given an opportunity to share once they have received the stick as it is passed along the circle. This traditional teaching tool is also appropriate for the classroom setting.

**Traditional Talking Sticks**

$59.95 Each

**Seven Teaching Wall Plaque**

$249.95 Each

Elder Percy Cameron handcrafts each Seven Teaching Wall Plaque to proudly display each teaching. It is great for a gift and is used in many agencies, schools, offices or entrances. Percy also handcrafts a beautiful burnt wood talking stick (TS-04).

**Burnt Talking Sticks**

$59.95 Each

Percy Cameron handcrafts this beautiful burnt wood talking stick, featuring the image of a eagle.

**Large Medicine Wheel**

$49.95 Each

Every home, office or school would look great with this Native hand-crafted Medicine Wheel. Each wheel is 8” inches wide and wrapped in hide with four color beadwork.

Item# TS-06

Item# TS-01

Item# TS-03

Item# TS-05

Diamond Willow

Item# TS-04

Item# MW-01
Looking for a cozy place for your pet to relax in that is sure to complement any living space? Look no further than our new Pet Teepee! This unique twist on a classic doghouse keeps minimalist design at the forefront by utilizing bold stripes and a trendy teepee shape. Made from five real wooden poles, this teepee ensures sturdiness and durability. This teepee is lightweight and easy to assemble, so Fido can travel in style! At 26” x 24.5” x 27”, this pet teepee is the perfect haven for small to medium dogs in addition to cats of all sizes.

- Light Weight
- Easy to Assemble
- Size: 26” x 24.5” x 27”
- Real wooden poles for sturdiness and durability

Item# TIPI-09

Phone Grip

Offers a secure grip so you can text with one hand, snap better photos and stop yourself from dropping your phone. Also functions as a stand so you can watch videos with out having to hold your phone.

Item# PHO-01
Feather

Item# PHO-02
Dreamcatcher

Item# PHO-03
Four Colors

Item# GAT-47

Size 4.5” x 4.75” carbon steel pot with enamel coating and stainless steel rim. Use for 4” potted plants or as a beautiful organizer for your stationery, utensils, and art supplies individually boxed for easy gift giving.
Handmade Soap Gift Sets

$39.95 Each Set

- Item# ASP-I2
  Legends
  Contains 4 Large Soap bars:
  Tree of Peace
  Skywoman
  Turtle Island
  Stone Canoe

- Item# ASP-II
  Sweet Blends
  Contains 4 Large Soap bars:
  Red Clover
  Strawberry Rhubarb
  Moon Dance
  Beautiful Day

- Item# ASP-1I
  4 Medicines
  Contains 4 Large Soap bars:
  Sweetgrass
  Cedars
  Sage
  Tobacco

Pillar Candle 2” x 3”

$19.95 Each

- Item# SSC-19
  Sweetgrass

- Item# SSC-20
  Vanilla

- Item# SSC-2I
  Spiced Cedar

- Item# SSC-22
  Sweet Earth

Scented Sweet Grass Candle

$59.95 Each

- Item# SSC-0I
  Sweetgrass

These Scented Sweet Grass Candles will set the tone for any mood. They are 8” x 3” pillars, shrink-wrapped for protection.

Scented Boxed Tea Lights

$19.95 Per Pack

- Item# SSC-08
  Sweetgrass

- Item# SSC-09
  Spiced Cedar

- Item# SSC-10
  Sweet Earth

  Brighten up your day with our amazing Scented Tea Lights. Choose from 5 different scents. Each pack comes with 12 tealights.
Handmade Soap 4oz
$9.95 Each

Our soap recipes use 100% vegetable oils such as oils of olive, coconut, canola, sunflower and shea butter. The essential and fragrance oil blends are created with consideration as to their effects on soul. We are inspired by our native legends and herbs, and this is evident in our soaps. These are truly a real treat for the skin!

- Item#ASP-01 Sweetgrass
- Item#ASP-02 Cedar
- Item#ASP-09 Blackberry Sage
- Item#ASP-13 Turtle Island
- Item#ASP-14 Sky Woman
- Item#ASP-15 Tobacco
- Item#ASP-16 Medicine Woman
- Item#ASP-17 Three Sisters
- Item#ASP-20 Moon Dance

Handmade Soap 4oz
$9.95 Each

- Item# GAR-53 Forest Tonic
- Item# GAR-54 Lavender
- Item# GAR-55 Honey Oat
- Item# GAR-56 Peppermint
- Item# GAR-57 Sage
- Item# GAR-58 Lemongrass

Lotions 8oz
$19.95 Each

Each one of our lotions is designed with fresh & natural ingredients that help to soothe damaged skin.

- Item# ASP-07 Red Clover
- Item# ASP-08 Sweetgrass
- Item# ASP-05 Red Clover
- Item# ASP-06 Sweetgrass

Body Sprays 4oz
$15.95 Each

4oz Bottle of body mist to keep you smelling great.

- Item# ABD-05 Red Clover
- Item# ABD-06 Sweetgrass
Aprons $14.95 Each

- Item# OSC-78
- Item# OSC-79
- Item# OSC-80

Each one of our Aprons are super absorbent and lint-free, measuring 80cm x 60 cm with the adjustable neck strap.

Tea Towels $9.95 Each

- Item# GAH-19

100% cotton jacquard with amazing design woven into tea towel. Size 27.5” x 20”

Oven Mitts and Hot Pad Set $34.95 Each

- Item# GAH-14
- Item# GAH-23
- Item# GAH-24

Each Set comes with 2 designed fully insulated neoprene heat resistant Oven Mitts that are water proof and protects up to 415 °F/ 218 °C. Included is a Hot Pad with the same design. Perfect for gift giving and beautifying your kitchen.

Shower Curtains $19.95 Each

- Item# SHO-01
- Item# SHO-02
- Item# SHO-03

Printed shower curtains. Plastic hooks included and packaged for gift giving. 100% polyester 70” x 70”
Circle Towels
$49.95 Each
Perfect for a day at the beach, a gathering, yoga or home décor. 100% ultra-soft microfibre machine washable, highly absorbent and quick drying.

Towel size 60” x 60”

Towels
$19.95 Each
These Towels are highly absorbent and fast drying for everyday use for sweats, home, beach or park. 100% cotton.

Towel size 29” x 60”
It might be difficult dealing with the jealousy of your friends and family once you purchase this Queen Size Blanket, but it’s worth it! Our Blanket has superior loft and warmth. You will love to cuddle up in this soft and fuzzy blanket!

QUEEN SIZE
78" x 94"

Item# BED-01
Item# BED-02
Item# BED-03
Item# BED-04
Item# BED-09
Item# BED-10
Queen Size Blanket
$69.95 Each
White - Item # RIX-05
Red - Item # RIX-06
Purple - Item # RIX-07
Teal - Item # RIX-08
Grey - Item # RIX-61
Pink - Item # RIX-70
50” x 60” Sherpa Lined Throw Blanket

Throw Blankets
$49.95 Each
White - Item # RIX-09
Red - Item # RIX-10
Purple - Item # RIX-11
Black - Item # RIX-12
Grey - Item # RIX-62
Teal - Item # RIX-63
Royal Blue - Item # RIX-64
50” x 60” Sherpa Lined Throw Blanket

Cushion Covers
$19.95 Each
Item # OSC-53
Item # OSC-54
Item# GAH-20
Cushion covers are 50cm x 50cm and will fit a standard cushion from stores such as IKEA. Cushion is not included in your price.

3 Piece Blanket Set
$99.95 Each
White - Item # RIX-01
Red - Item # RIX-02
Carmel - Item # RIX-03
Turquoise - Item # RIX-04
3 piece Queen Size Blanket set comes with 2 pillow case, and 1 queen size blanket

Toll-free Phone: 1-866-522-9322 • Fax: 204-261-4080 • info@nativereflections.com
Woven Blanket

$59.95 Each

Four beautiful designs to choose from. Each Woven Blanket is 60" x 80" in size. 100% acrylic for home, ceremonies and gift giving. Individually packaged with ribbon for gift giving.

Item# GAH-21

Item# GAH-22

Item# GAH-25

Item# GAH-26

Woven Blanket

$59.95 Each

WOVEN BLANKETS 60" x 80" 100% acrylic for home, ceremonies and gift giving. Individually packaged with ribbon for gift giving.

Item# GAH-29

Item# GAH-30
Baby Blankets

Made from soft muslin cotton, our lightweight, woven baby blankets come with 14 milestone cards to make a perfect gift that will grow with little ones. Our baby blankets can be used as nursing covers, swaddles, stroller covers, and receiving blankets.

Baby Blanket Size 40” x 40”

Baby Blankets and Milestone Set

$29.95 Each

Our Baby Blankets meet Canada (CPSIA) and US (CPC) children’s product safety compliances.

Item# GAH-31

Item# GAH-32

Item# GAH-33

Baby Blankets

$39.95 Each

White - Item # RIX-65
Pink - Item # RIX-66
Blue - Item # RIX-67
Red - Item # RIX-68

40” x 48” Reversible 2Ply
Blanket-Baby

Hand & Face Towel Set

$19.95 Each

BAMBOO HAND & FACE SPA
TOWEL SETS hand towel: 16”x28”
face towel: 16”x16” 100% bamboo,
ultra soft each set individually
presented with printed tag and plastic
hanging hook

Each Blanket comes with
7 Cards featuring
14 milestones

Item# GAH-27 Item# GAH-28

Toll-free Phone: 1-866-522-9322 • Fax: 204-261-4080 • info@nativerefections.com
3- Piece Cosmetic Bag Set
$24.95 Each

This is a 3-piece set consisting of a clear zipped bag, a large printed cosmetic bag, and a small printed cosmetic bag.

Item# OSC-I7
Item# OSC-I8
Item# OSC-I9
Item# OSC-20

Medicine Wheel Flag
$24.95 Each

Large Medicine Wheel Flag. The Medicine wheel represents the interaction of the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual realities.

Item# ETB-I8
Size: 36” x 60”

Compact Mirrors
$19.95 Each

These compact mirrors are the perfect size for travel, lightweight and pocket-sized design is easy to carry in your handbag or makeup bag.

Item# ETB-I4
Item# ETB-I5

Metis Flags
$14.95 Each

This Flag was first used by Metis fighters in 1816. It is the oldest Canadian patriotic Flag indigenous to Canada. As a symbol of nationhood, the Metis Flag predates Canada’s Maple Leaf flag by about 150 years.

Size: 36” x 60”

Item# FLAG-01

Mini Metis Flag
$4.95 Each

Size: 4” x 6”

Item# FLAG-02

Iroquois Flags
$14.95 Each

The flag of the Iroquois is comprised of thirty eight rows, having a heart as a great tree in the center, on either side there are two squares, all are connected with the heart by white rows of wampum.

Size: 36” x 60”

Item# FLAG-04

Mini Iroquois Flag
$4.95 Each

Size: 4” x 6”

Item# FLAG-05
Copper Bracelets $28.95 Each
Silver-plated and diamond-cut designs on copper. Adjustable to wrist. No polishing needed.

- Item#OSC-59
- Item#OSC-60
- Item#OSC-61
- Item#OSC-62

Shell Earrings $4.95 Each

- Item # JWE-29
- Item # JWE-30

Bone Earrings $19.95 Each
1.75 inches, hand carved, hand painted

- Item#JWE-01 Mother Earth
- Item#JWE-02 Honor
- Item#JWE-03 Medicine wheel
- Item#JWE-04 Bear

Copper Earrings $28.95 Each

- Item#OSC-100
- Item#OSC-101
- Item#OSC-102
- Item#OSC-103
- Item#OSC-104
- Item#OSC-105
- Item#OSC-106
- Item#OSC-107

Copper Rings $19.95 Each
Silver-plated and diamond-cut designs on copper. Adjustable Rings.

- Item#OSC-75
- Item#OSC-76
- Item#OSC-77

Sandstone Shell and Necklaces $4.95 Each

- Item # JWN-53
- Item # JWN-54

Toll-free Phone: 1-866-522-9322 • Fax: 204-261-4080 • info@nativereflections.com
Acrylic Keychains  $2.25 Each

Keep your keys on these highly visible, eye-catching, full-color Key Chains. We are happy to offer a Key Chain for many different occasions, from Powwows to graduations, your event is covered. Order yours today.

Item # AKT-01  Item # AKT-02  Item # AKT-03  Item # AKT-04  Item # AKT-05  Item # AKT-06
Item # AKT-07  Item # AKT-08  Item # AKT-09  Item # AKT-10  Item # AKT-11  Item # AKT-12

Round Keychains  $7.95 Each

Time and time again you find yourself having to purchase small gifts. Well our Round Keychains will solve all your gift giving needs. Both stylish and practical, they are sure to surprise a loved one.. or even yourself!

item# ETB-09  item# ETB-10

Louis Riel Sash Keychain  $12.95 Each

Item# ETB-II

Rectangle Keychains  $7.95 Each

Item# ETB-I2  Item# ETB-I3

Keychains  $2.95 Each

Item# KC-I3
Flower Necklaces $1.95 Each
These necklaces are great giveaways for Powwows, graduations, or birthday parties.

Metal Key Chains $4.95 Each
Great Gift for Him or Her!

Pau Pau Shell Bracelets $4.95 Each

Metallic Magnets $5.95 Each
These 3” inch magnets are great for decorating your office or home. They make great presents or give-aways.
Scarves

50"L x 7"W scarves with beautiful patterns on both sides! Each scarf is made of acrylic fibers. Stitched edges with fringe. $19.95 Each

Item# RIX-14

Item# RIX-21

Item# RIX-23

Collapsible Umbrella

$29.95 Each

107cm x 42cm Auto open, printed Umbrella.

Item# OSC-57
Bear

Item# OSC-58
Leaf Dancer

Go online to www.nativereflections.com to see all of winter wear!
### Louis Riel Coventry Style Sash

**$29.95 Each**

- **Item #: ETB-08**
- This sash is machine-made using polyester. Its design is a replica of the Coventry style sash which Louis Riel wore circa 1860. Coventry sashes were the most common from 1850 to the early 1900s.
- Machine-made.
- 94” (approx. 8’) long.
- 5.5” wide.
- 6” fringes at both ends.

### Reversible Wraps

**$69.95 Each**

- **Item #: GAW-07**
- Sea Wolf Green
- 50% polyester
- 50% acrylic

- **Item #: GAW-08**
- Sea Wolf Red

- **Item #: GAW-09**
- Sea Wolf Brown

### Cape Scarves

**$24.95 Each**

- **Item #: OSC-93**
- New
- 100% chiffon polyester. One size fits all, measuring 58cm x 140cm.

- **Item #: OSC-94**

### Shawls

**$29.95 Each**

- **Item #: GAW-01**
- Item #: GAW-02
- Item #: GAW-03

### Knitted Artwork Toques

**$14.95 Each**

- **Item #: GAA-17**
- Item #: RIX-25
- Item #: RIX-34
- Acrylic touques/ski hats stretch to fit all sizes.

Toll-free Phone: 1-866-522-9322 • Fax: 204-261-4080 • info@nativerefections.com
Bamboo Scarfs $19.95 Each

Bamboo is considered one of the softest and most eco-friendly fabrics. Individually twisted and secured with printed cuff. Size 27.5" x 70" 100% bamboo

Item #GAA-01 Item #GAA-02 Item #GAA-09

Tapestry Scarfs $29.95 Each

Wear as a scarf or hang as a wall tapestry. 55" x 55" 100% polyester

Item# GAA-12 Raven Feathers
Item# GAA-13 Humming Birds
Item# GAA-14 Butterflies
Item# GAA-15 Orca

Scarfes $19.95 Each

Item# OSC-91 Breath of Life
Item# OSC-92 Leaf Dancer

Cape Scarves can be draped on shoulders or looped around the neck. They are the elegant touch to your style with the lightweight, flowy fabric with sheer printed design. 100% Polyester. Measuring 180cm x 70cm.

Scarves $19.95 Each

Item# OSC-89

Scarves measure 180cm x 70cm, and 100% polyester.

Item# OSC-90
Viscose Scarf $19.95 Each
Individually twisted and secured with printed cuff
Size: 27.5” x 70” 100% viscose

Cashmere Shawls $59.95 Each
Wear these super-soft shawls as a wrap to throw over your shoulders for an elegant and trendy look.
Size: 195cm x 97cm

Wool Shawls $79.95 Each
Wear these super-soft shawls as a wrap to throw over your shoulders for an elegant and trendy look.
Size: 195.6cm x 68.6cm

Item# OSC-21
Item# OSC-22
Item# OSC-23
Item# OSC-24
Item# OSC-25